Lester B. Pearson 15th Anniversary Celebrated by John Rennie High School

This e-book was made using Book Creator for the iPad. Montage was done by Joan Zachariou (Social Studies consultant - LBPSB)
On May 30, 2014 John Rennie student, Dipesh Patel, tipped the first CD in a domino chain of 500 CDs that formed the initials LBPSB. It took 17.5 seconds for all of the 500 CD cases to fall. Dipesh was thrilled that it worked! Global news and the Gazette were there for the event and interviewed both Yolanda Lichocki (integration aide) and Dipesh.
Biography of Lester B. Pearson

Stephanie Paetzold and Angus Mitchell presenting the biography before the domino effect event.
How it all began...

A picture of Lester B. Pearson's face was inserted on one side of each CD and on the other side the School Board's and John Rennie High School's logo.
Targray graciously gave JRHS 500 CD cases and wished them good luck in their endeavour. Targray supports many of our Lester B. Pearson students in their work study program.
Trying it out.

Dipesh and Yolanda Lichocki (integration aide) started off with 50 CD to see how it would work.
The grade 11 leadership students helped out

Jacob Senecal, Matthew McKirdy, Andrew Fraser-Anzovino, Raphael Machado-Gedeon, Gregory Inose and David Rochette. (Not in order) Dipesh (front middle) and Yolanda Lichocki (integration aide, left) and Margo Edwards (resource teacher, right).
"Failures are made only by those who fail to dare, not by those who dare to fail." - Lester B. Pearson

"I chose this quote because we dared to commit to a big project, to learn about teamwork, to be inclusive, and dare to be bigger next year" - Margo Edwards, Resource teacher
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